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Introduction

I'm testing other people's blood pressure before and after an intense and relaxing video game. 

This is important because I'll figure out which video game has which blood pressure result. I did 
a similar project a few years ago and I used the game Mario Kart and people's blood pressures were 
lower after gaming, but this time I'm comparing a relaxing game to an intense game to see which 
one has a lower or higher blood pressure. It will benefit someone because they will find out which 
video games are healthier.



Hypothesis and Question
My Question is How will different types of video games affect blood pressure? My hypothesis is that the more 

intense video games will result in a higher blood pressure and the relaxing video games will be a lower blood 
pressure. After my research on blood pressure I have discovered when you move your body a lot or get excited 
your blood pressure will go up. Therefore, I think the intense games will raise blood pressure more than 
relaxing games.



Materials

• Xbox One to play the video games
• Madden 21 to test calm game.
• Call of duty to test intense game
• 15 people to test
• TV to see the video games

• Clipboard to use for writing data
• Pencil for writing
• Specific Data Collection sheet for collecting data
• Timer to time people

Because of COVID we could 
only get 9 people, we still 
had enough people to see 
what mostly the results are.



Procedure

1. Get a person.
2. Take blood pressure before playing Madden 21 (The Relaxing Game).
3. Play Madden 21 for 10 minutes.
4. Take blood pressure after playing Madden 21.
5. Wait for 10 minutes for blood pressure to go back to normal.
6. Take blood pressure before playing Call of Duty (The Intense Game).
7. Play Call of Duty for 10 minutes.

8. Take blood pressure after playing Call of Duty.
9. Repeat with more people.
Control: time, games, environment, supplies
Variables: subjects and their blood pressure



Results and Graphs 1

• 2/9 subject's blood pressure went up after this relaxing game
• 6/9 subject's blood pressure went down after this relaxing game
• 1/9 subject's blood pressure even stayed the same after this relaxing game



Results and Graphs 2

• 5/9 subject's blood pressure went up after this intense game
• 4/9 subject's blood pressure went down after this intense game



Discussion and Interpretation
My hypothesis was partly right. For the relaxing game most of the subject's blood pressure went down. On the other hand, the intense 
game 5/9 subject's blood pressure went up and 4/9 went down. So, it wasn't most, but more people went up than down. I found out that 
the relaxing game most people went down which supports my hypothesis. For the intense game, some people went down which was not 
supporting my hypothesis. One more thing is that subject 2 stayed the same for blood pressure for the relaxing game. I think they stayed the 
same because they didn't feel too relaxed because they haven't played the relaxing game before. So that resulted into the same blood 
pressure. Subject 3's blood pressure went up for both games and I have a guess why. They have never seen a video game before and
there are 77 years old. Also, they never experienced and heard of the games we have been playing. They were probably anxious during 
playing it too and that’s probably why their blood pressure went up for both games. I've learned that all the people who went down for the 
intense game all played that game before. I've also learned that the relaxing game is healthier than the intense game based on blood 
pressure.



Implications and Ideas for Future Research

For future research I could investigate this same project but based on age, experience level, and how much time 
you play. This is important because many people like to play video games and my research shows that they can be 
healthy for you. Would the results change if not a lot of people have experienced video games? Does age matter 
in this project? These are all questions I'm wondering about after completing my project.
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